ABSTRACT. Let G be a locally analytic group and H ⊂ G -a locally analytic subgroup. The main result is the condition (similar to Frommer-Orlik-Strauch theorem) for induction of locally analytic H-representation to G to be irreducible. Also this paper contains a (new) series of locally analytic representations which do not arise in this way.
INTRODUCTION
In representation theory induction is the major tool for construction of representations of a given group from representations of its subgroups. This paper concerns locally analytic representation theory of p-adic groups and contains two results.
First, the condition for induced representation to be irreducible is proved. It generalizes the result of Frommer and Orlik-Strauch about parabolic induction to the case of arbitrary locally analytic subgroup. The idea of the proof is different.
Second, the "induction" functor ("tensor product") from modules over universal enveloping algebra to the modules over locally analytic distributions is defined. It maps countably generated modules into coadmissible ones, and finitely generated into finitely generated (strongly coadmissible). Images of simple modules are again simple. This is a preliminary version. All (possible) mistakes and typoes are exlusively due to the author. Readers are strongly encouraged to report on them.
NOTATIONS. This paper uses notations of (OS) . LCVS stands for locally convex vector space ; K -finite extension of Q p ; G -(compact) locally analytic group; D (G, K) -algebra of locally analytic distributions with Frï¿oechet-Stein structure given by algebras D r (G, K) (OS; ST1) ; U (g, K) -hyper-enveloping algebra of g = Lie (G) with Frï¿oechet-Stein structure given by algebras U r (g, G) (OS; ST1).
TECHNICAL LEMMAS
Let G be a compact locally analytic group and H ⊂ G -an open subgroup. Let U (g, K) be the universal enveloping algebra of g over K. The algebra U r (g, G) is the completion of U (g, K) w.r.t. norm q r on D r (G, K) (ST1, section 5). Denote by U (g, G) the hyper-enveloping algebra, which is the projective limit of U r (g, G) in the category of topological vector spaces. 
Proof. See (OS).
Lemma 2. Let I be a nonzero closed ideal in U r (g, G) . Then I ∩U(g, K) = / 0.
Proof. Let I be an ideal in U r (g, G) . Proof. Since A is noetherian, the submodules of finitely generated modules are finitely generated. Thus any submodule of M is finitely generated and closed, since A is a Banach algebra. The rest follows from Lemma 4.
LOCALLY ANALYTIC INDUCTION
Let G be a locally analytic group and let H < G be a locally analytic subgroup. Let g be a Lie algebra of G and h ⊂ g -a Lie algebra of H.
Recall that for compact locally analytic group G there is an anti-equivalence of categories (2.1)
Proof. First of all if Ind
Because of 2.1, our goal is to show that
H V ′ is a cyclic module and its submodules correspond to certain ideals of D (G, K) . Since this module is coadmissible, by (OS, Lemma 3.9) it is simple iff, for some r < 1 close to 1, the
is an ideal of U (g, K) and it defines a submodule of Ind Lets prove the general case.
Theorem 8. Ind

G H ρ is an irreducible locally analytic representation of G if Ind
Proof. Let G 0 be a (maximal) compact subgroup of G, H 0 := G 0 ∩ H and consider the projection π : Ind
If N is proper implies π (N) is proper, then the statement follows from theorem 6.
Suppose it is not true, i.e. exists a proper (the action of G on N ⊂ Ind G H (ρ)) is just a "permutation" of summands with a shift by an elements of G 0 . Since this shifts are locally analytic representation, they are topological isomorphisms and all N i are topologically isomorphic. Thus if 
INDUCTION FROM U (g, K)-MODULES.
In this section I construct an series of locally analytic representations which does not arise in the way describe above.
Let G be a compact locally analytic group.
It is a coadmissible module (in the sense of (OS, sec. 3)) over Frï¿oechet-Stein
Since the category of U (g, K) −modules is semi-simple, we have defined a functor
Lets call this functor hyper-enveloping completion.
Consider the following functor
As a topological vector space F (V ) is a nuclear Frï¿oechet LCVS, since completed tensor product of nuclear Frï¿oechet spaces is nuclear ( (NFA, 19.11 and 20.4) ) and Frï¿oechet ((NFA, after 17.6)).
Consider projective system of spaces
{F r (V )} is a coherent sheaf for the Frï¿oechet-Stein algebra D (G, K) in the sense of (ST1, sec.3) and, since
Proof. If V is simple, then it is cyclic, i.e. V = U (g, K) /I V . Let v be a vector that generates V . This imply F (V ) is also cyclic and can be generated by 1 ⊗ v.
As the first step consider a U r (g, G)-module V r = U r (g, G)/ (I V ) r . This is a cyclic module generated by 1 ⊗ v, and by Lemma 5, its submodules are in bijective correspondence with closed ideals of U r (g, G) . Thus by Lemma 2, each non-trivial submodule of V r defines a non-trivial submodule of V . Since, by assumption of the theorem, V is a simple module, V r is also simple. Now lets consider a D r (G, K)-module F r (V ) . Modules F r (V ) give F (V ) a structure of coadmissible module in the sense of (ST1). By (ST1, Thm. 3.9 
is simple for all r close enough to 1. Since V (G) and F (V ) are cyclic, we have
(
(2) F r (V ) is also cyclic and also can be generated by 1 ⊗ v. Note that
is Noetherian, by Lemma 5 I ND is closed. By Lemma 1 the intersection I NU = I ND ∩ U r (g, G) is a nontrivial closed ideal. Then I NU v is a submodule of V r and, since V r is simple, it is equal to the whole V r . This imply that I NU = U r (g, G) . But this means that N contains an element 1 ⊗ v and thus N = F r (V ).
is strongly admissible irreducible representation.
From Corollary 13 and semi-simplicity of the category of U (g, K)-modules follows that functor F maps countably generated U (g, K)-modules to coadmissible D (G, K)-modules and finitely generated to strongly coadmissible (finitely generated).
Lets describe the locally analytic representations which correspond to modules F (V ) . For each r < 1 there is an open subgroup G r of G, such that the strong dual of the space of analytic (power series) functions on G r is U ≤r (g, G) ( (ST1)). Lets fix some r 0 < 1 and let ρ be an analytic representation of G r 0 in some Banach space, s.t. the derived representation dρ of g is isomorphic as U ≤r 0 (g, G) −module to V ≤r 0 (a U ≤r 0 (g, G) −module, constructed in the same way, as V r ). Denote this U ≤r 0 (g, G) −module by M r 0 . Then the restrictions of ρ to a G r for an r 0 < r give rise to a U ≤r (g, G) −module M r , isomorphic to V ≤r .
The representation, which has F (V ) as a dual D (G, K) −module, is the inductive limit of the Banach space representations r Ind G G r (ρ) := f ∈ C1 r (G, K) ∀h ∈ G r , g ∈ G : f (gh) = ρ h −1 f (g) ,
